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Abstract— Recently a great emphasis has been given on autonomous decentralized networks (ADNs) wherein constituent
nodes carry out specific tasks collectively. Their dynamic and
constrained nature along with the emerging need for offering quality of service (QoS) assurances drive the necessity
for effective network control mechanisms. This study focuses
on designing a robust and self-adaptable congestion control
mechanism which aims to be simple to implement at the individual node, and involve minimal information exchange, while
maximizing network lifetime and providing QoS assurances.
Our approach combats congestion by mimicking the collective
behavior of bird flocks having global self-* properties achieved
collectively without explicitly programming them into individual
nodes. The main idea is to ‘guide’ packets (birds) to form
flocks and flow towards the sink (global attractor), whilst
trying to avoid congestion regions (obstacles). Unlike the bioswarm approach of Couzin, which is formulated on a metrical
space, our approach is reformulated on to a topological space
(graph of nodes), while repulsion/attraction forces manipulate
the direction of motion of packets. Our approach provides sink
direction discovery, congestion detection and traffic management in ADNs with emphasis on Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs). Performance evaluations show the effectiveness of our
self-adaptable mechanism in balancing the offered load and in
providing graceful performance degradation under high load
scenarios compared to typical conventional approaches.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, research work in the area of
autonomous networked systems has gained momentum. Autonomous decentralized networks (ADNs), such as ad-hoc
and sensor networks [1], can be used as platforms for health
monitoring, battlefield surveillance, environmental observation, etc. However, these new environments are extremely
dynamic, unreliable and often large scale. Typically ADNs
comprise of small (and sometimes cheap), cooperative devices (nodes) which may be constrained by computation
capability, memory space, communication bandwidth and
energy supply. These nodes can be either deployed all at
once, or one by one. Autonomous nodes may interact (a)
with each other in order to exchange information or forward
data towards one or more sink nodes, and (b) with the
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Fig. 1.

An autonomous decentralized network for fire monitoring.

environment so as to sense or control physical parameters.
As shown in Fig. 1, all nodes that at a particular moment
sense an event (grey-shaded nodes), are activated, and send
their packets, in a multi-hop manner, to a dedicated sink
node. The mass of network interactions, in conjunction with
variable wireless network conditions, may result in unpredictable behavior in terms of traffic load variations and link
capacity fluctuations. The problem is worsened if topology
modifications driven by node failures, or mobility are considered. These stressful situations are likely to occur in ADN
environments due to their complex nature and the possible
scenarios of operation, thus increasing their susceptibility
to congestion. Congestion causes energy waste, throughput
reduction, increase in collisions and retransmissions at the
medium access control (MAC) layer, increase of queueing
delays and even information loss leading to the deterioration
of the offered QoS, decrease of network lifetime and even the
decomposition of network topology in multiple components.
ADNs are expected to be deployed for several missioncritical tasks and operate unattended for extended durations.
The unpredictable nature of operation drives the necessity for
robust, self-adaptable and scalable mechanisms which are
vital to the mission of dependable ADNs. Novel approaches
should be simple to implement at individual node level with
minimal exchange of information. This study focuses on
a new congestion control (CC) mechanism that is expected
to exhibit all the aforementioned characteristics, which is
designed on the basis of the flocking behavior of birds.
In particular, packets are modeled as birds flying over a
topological space, e.g. a sensor network, and the main idea is
to ‘force’ or ‘guide’ packets to form flocks and flow towards
a global attractor (sink), whilst trying to avoid obstacles (congestion regions). Motivated by the limited visual perception
of birds, each packet moves within a finite field of perception.
The direction of motion is influenced by (a) repulsion and
attraction forces exercised by neighboring packets, as well
as (b) the gravitational force in the direction of the sink.

Our approach provides sink direction discovery, congestion
detection and traffic management for fast overload relief in
ADNs with emphasis on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs).
The main challenges are to achieve (a) low number of
collisions and retransmissions, (b) low packet loss resulting
in high reliability and low energy tax, (c) low latency, (d)
acceptable throughput, and (e) fault tolerance.
This study draws inspiration from nature which has been
very successful in solving similar types of complex problems.
Recently, nature-inspired computing has been fueled by the
emergence of a novel computational paradigm, the so-called
Swarm Intelligence (SI) paradigm [2], [3]. SI techniques,
motivated by the collective behavior of social insect societies
and animal groups living in decentralized, self-organizing
and adapting environments, reportedly provide an excellent basis for computing environments that need to exhibit
these characteristics. Research in SI has provided computer
scientists with powerful methods for designing distributed
control and optimization algorithms. These methods are
applied successfully to a variety of scientific and engineering
problems [4]. In addition to achieving good performance on a
wide spectrum of ‘static’ problems, swarm-based algorithms
tend to exhibit a high degree of flexibility and robustness
in dynamic environments [4]. Social groups found in nature
(e.g. bird flocks) carry out their tasks collectively in order
to contribute to a common goal. Even though individuals coordinate to accomplish a given global mission in a
complex world (e.g. foraging, migration, defence against
predators), each one of them has only local perception of
the surrounding environment and exhibits specific behavioral
tendencies which are governed by a few simple rules. ADNs
in many ways, have common characteristics to social groups
(e.g. nodes can be likened to constituents of these social
groups) and they are in great need to accomplish their tasks
collectively (by simple neighbor-to-neighbor interactions), in
a decentralized manner, in the absence of (external) central
supervision. These bio-systems usually exhibit robustness to
internal perturbations (e.g. topological changes) or loss of
units, and remarkable scaling properties. Adaptation is one
of their major strengths as they must respond to addition or
removal of members, and sudden changes in the environment.
Drawing inspiration from the collective behavior of social
groups, the local behavior can be better dictated and an emergent global behavior of minimum congestion and direction
of information flow to the sink can be provoked. In this
way, self-* properties e.g. self-organization, self-adaptation,
will not be implemented explicitly into individual devices or
nodes, but may arise as a result of evolutionary design.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II deals with previous work. Section III presents the
concept of our approach and the proposed model. Section IV
presents performance evaluation results based on simulation
studies. Section V draws the conclusion and future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Congestion occurs when the traffic load injected into
the network exceeds available capacity at any point of the

network. In traditional wired networks, buffer drops are taken
as indication of congestion while CC is usually carried out
in an end-to-end manner (i.e. only the source-destination
pair is involved). On the other hand, simulation studies
conducted by [7] and [8] revealed that in WSNs where
the wireless medium is shared using Carrier Sense Multiple
Access (CSMA)-like protocols, wireless channel losses (linklevel congestion symptom) dominate buffer drops (node-level
congestion symptom) and increase quickly with offered load.
The problem of channel losses is worsened around hot spot
areas, as for example, in the area of an event, or around the
sink. In the former case, wireless medium congestion occurs
if many nodes report the same event concurrently, while in
the latter case congestion is experienced due to the converging (many-to-one) nature of packets from multiple sending
nodes to a single sink node. These phenomena result in
the starvation of channel capacity in the vicinity of senders,
while the wireless medium capacity reaches its upper limit
faster than queue occupancy [20]. Thus, queue occupancy
alone cannot accurately serve as an indication of congestion.
End-to-end CC approaches will not be effective in such error
prone environments because the end-to-end nature may result
in reduced responsiveness causing increased latency and high
error rates, especially during long periods of congestion.
Various CC schemes can be found in WSN literature
based on traffic manipulation (e.g. rate control [7], [8],
multi-path routing [9], [10]), topology control (e.g. clustering
formation [11]), and network resource management (e.g.
power control, multiple radio interfaces [12]). The majority
of CC approaches are based on rate control, usually using
some form of back pressure, that alleviates congestion by
throttling the injection of traffic in the network. However,
rate control attempts to decrease nodes’ reporting rate during
congestion and may result in the deterioration of the offered
network QoS when applications’ requirements are not met.
In addition, rate control can not be efficiently used during
transient congestion phenomena caused by aperiodic and
short term packet bursts (e.g. event monitoring applications).
Furthermore, clustering formation assumes special roles in
the network (e.g. clusterheads), while additional mechanisms
are needed for maintaining and re-assigning roles. Also, areas
around clusterheads may progressively become collision hot
spots. Congestion mitigation based on power control and
multiple radio interfaces seems unrealistic in WSNs since
the low-cost nodes incentive is violated. Multi-path routing
can effectively alleviate congestion without deteriorating the
offered network QoS. However, recent studies on multi-path
routing [10] require knowledge of nodes’ locations which is
practically difficult to obtain (high implementation cost). Due
to the many-to-one nature and the sheer size of some WSNs,
routing techniques for ad-hoc networks cannot be effectively
applied. On-demand routing protocols [13] involve high pathfinding latency and result in network clogging due to excessive packet flooding. Table-driven protocols [14] consume a
significant amount of bandwidth for path maintenance and
display slow reaction on restructuring and failures.

Conventional optimization techniques for CC may be
adopted, but these rely on complex mathematical models and
have proven hard to apply in the context of autonomous
decentralized environments, while the sensitivity of these
models to the dynamic and unpredictable environment is a
challenge. Also, centralized multi-objective optimization is
not practical especially in large-scale autonomous networks.
From the viewpoint of Swarm Intelligence (SI) [2], [3],
a considerable number of models based on self-propelled
particles have been developed to solve a variety of problems,
some in ad-hoc networks, by means of collective motion.
Currently, two of the most successful SI classes of algorithms
are Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) [3]. The research framework behind the
majority of network-oriented studies involving self-propelled
particles was fueled by the ACO theory proposed by Dorigo
et. al [15]. Driven by the collective behavior of ants in
finding paths from the colony to food, many researchers
[16], [17] tried to solve the problem of routing. In ACO,
artificial ants build solutions by moving on the problem graph
and, by mimicking real ants, deposit artificial pheromone on
the graph in such a way that future artificial ants can build
better solutions. The optimal solution can be derived from
previously (over suboptimal paths) transmitted messages.
The work of Di Caro [16] incorporates congestion awareness
in an end-to-end manner (AntHocNet), whereas [17] tries to
optimize energy, congestion and load balancing parameters
along with providing efficient routing in ad-hoc networks.
PSO is a global optimization algorithm for dealing with
problems in which a best solution can be represented as a
point or surface in an n-dimensional space. This approach
can be used to tackle specific network-oriented problems like
deployment and energy efficiency. Shih [18] implemented
a PSO-based clustering algorithm to reduce the traffic load
using data aggregation or compression and improve the system’s lifetime. Results show that nature-inspired techniques
outperform conventional routing algorithms. According to
[19], AntHocNet outperforms AODV in terms of delivery
ratio, end-to-end delay and jitter. An important observation
is that the advantage of AntHocNet over AODV grew for
larger networks, especially in terms of overhead, suggesting
that AntHocNet is more scalable than AODV. The problem of
congestion in ADNs is partly addressed using SI techniques,
but solely in the context of ad-hoc networks. It has to be
noted that ad-hoc and sensor networks have some fundamental differences (see [1] for a detailed explanation) something
which drives the necessity for novel CC strategies in the
context of sensor networks, on which this study focuses.
III. F LOCK - BASED C ONGESTION C ONTROL A PPROACH
WSNs necessitate decentralized CC strategies which
promise fast, effective and efficient relief from congestion.
This section presents a decentralized approach where CC is
carried out in a hop-by-hop manner, having all nodes along
a network path involved in the procedure.

A. The Concept
The main idea behind our concept is to ‘force’ or ‘guide’
packets to form groups or flocks and flow towards a global
attractor (sink), whilst trying to avoid obstacles (congestion
regions) as shown in Fig. 2.
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Packet flock moving towards sink whilst avoiding ‘obstacles.

The design of the spatial dynamics in packet groups is
influenced by the study of artificial flocks like the ‘boid’
animations of Reynolds et al. [5] and the bio-swarm model
of Couzin et al. [6]. These studies involve reference to
artificial flocks consisting of individuals with finite range
of perception which interact with each other. The behavior
of each individual is influenced by other neighbors located
in its vicinity (neighborhood). Typically, individuals repel
each other at close range to avoid collisions, attract each
other at intermediate range to maintain coherence among
the members of a flock, whereas no forces are exhibited
between them at long range. These behavioral rules govern
individual-level interactions which collectively result in the
emergence of group-level transitions.
In this study, an ADN can be viewed as a virtual
ecosystem, where multiple packets are generated and must
be directed to a dedicated sink (Fig. 1). The bio-swarm
approach of Couzin [6] is reformulated from the metrical
space on to a topological space (graph of nodes) in order
to manipulate the direction of motion of packets in ADNs.
Each packet is modeled as a bird (with dynamic position and
direction updates) which ‘flies’ over the network undergoing
successive hop-by-hop transitions over discrete points in the
2D space, defined by the positions of hosting nodes. The
sequence of transitions determines a packet’s trajectory from
its source to the sink. On each hosting node, a packet has to
choose its next hop hosting node from the set of neighboring
nodes. However, each packet can only ‘see’ the fraction of
its neighboring nodes located within its field of perception.
In order to avoid collisions, or to prevent the emergence
of heavily congested areas, packets should be attracted to
low packet concentration areas, and be repelled from high
packet concentration areas within the field of perception. In
this context, the levels of congestion on each neighboring
node (node-level congestion, e.g. queue loading) and around
it (link-level congestion, e.g. wireless channel load) should
be taken into account. However, packets following such directives may not be directed to the sink, if, for example, they
are coupled in loop transitions between uncongested nodes.

These undesirable effects can be avoided by employing a
measure of attractiveness to the global target (sink). This is
realized on the basis of nodes’ proximity to the sink, i.e. a
neighboring node located closer to the sink is expected to
exhibit stronger attractiveness.
In order to model the relationships among individual particles, a spatial neighborhood is defined around each individual
that is divided into two zones, namely the zone of repulsion
(separation) and the zone of attraction (cohesion). A group of
moving packets can behave like a flock, when each packet
attracts to the sink under the influence of a global force
field, (within zone of attraction) attracts to all neighboring
packets (cohesion), and (within zone of repulsion) repels
from neighboring packets (separation). The zone of repulsion
can be interpreted as individuals maintaining personal space,
or avoiding collisions. Attraction represents the tendency
of organisms to join groups and to avoid being on the
periphery, thus providing coherence and maintaining a shared
neighborhood (which may be a sub-flock or the entire flock).
B. The Model
In this section, the model of our FCC approach is described. All quantities are considered at the discrete instant
kT , with T the sampling period. Consider a network of N
autonomous nodes that are able to generate data packets
and forward them to the sink. Each node n, n ∈ [1..N ], is
associated with a queue of size Q packets, and a wireless
channel of capacity L bits per second. Each node n in
WSNs, is able to measure periodically some parameters that
may serve as congestion indicators. For example, Rnin is the
incoming packet rate, Rnout is the successful outgoing packet
rate, and qn is the instantaneous queue size. As discussed in
Section II, queue occupancy alone cannot accurately serve
as an indication of congestion. Thus, a more effective congestion indicator (e.g. a combination of the aforementioned
parameters) may be needed to capture short-term congestion
conditions. In a harsh WSN environment, packets may be
dropped due to queue overflows, link layer failures (e.g.
collisions), and routing failures (e.g. when a next hop node
cannot be reached) on each node. In this study, we consider
that congestion symptoms such as packet drops (e.g. due
to buffer overflows, collisions, unreachable nodes) and high
queue loading (e.g. when incoming>outgoing traffic) may
appear on node n as a loading indicator, given by the ratio:
pn =

Rnin + qn /T − Rnout
Rnin + qn /T

(1)

It has to be noted that possible packet retransmissions are not
taken into account in the evaluation of Eq. 1. All parameters
involved in this equation are measured at the end of every
sampling period T , except for qn which is obtained at the
beginning, in order to be able to determine the total number
of packets traversing node n within the sampling period. The
parameter pn reflects the ratio of packets per T that either
remained in the queue (queue loading) or dropped, over all
packets traversing node n between the k − 1-th and the k-th
period. When pn → 0, the rate of packet drops at node n is

close to zero and the queue is empty or nearly empty. On the
other hand, as pn → 1, node n is considered congested due
to a high number of packet drops or high queue occupancy.
pn can serve as an early indication of incoming load on
node n, providing fast response to congestion phenomena.
Each node n evaluates pn in a periodic manner (every T
seconds) and broadcasts it using a small control packet to all
neighboring nodes. This packet includes information related
to the quality of the wireless channel in the vicinity of the
node. Each node estimates the quality of the shared wireless
channel (useful link service rate, rn ), using information
taken from the medium access control (MAC) protocol.
We consider Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)-like
protocols (e.g. IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.15.4) which employ
a retransmission scheme to increase the reliability of the
lossy wireless channel. A lost or erroneous packet is not
retransmitted forever, but is dropped after a limited number
of unsuccessful retransmission attempts. The total number of
all packet transmission attempts at node n within a period
T is denoted by Rnout∗ , where Rnout∗ = Rnout +retransmits
within that period. The useful link service rate at node n is
denoted by:
rn =

Rnout
Rnout
=
Rnout∗
Rnout + retransmits

(2)

When rn → 1, the channel is not congested and a large percentage of packets are successfully transmitted (few packet
retransmissions are observed). As rn → 0, the channel is
congested and a small number of packets are transmitted,
often after a large number of retransmissions.
From WSNs perspective, an effective CC scheme should
prevent the occurrence of packet drops and high queue
loading, as well as the emergence of collision hot spots. Our
approach focuses on both directions on the basis of repulsion
and attraction forces. In particular, repulsion and attraction
forces are synthesized in the decision making process of a
packet, when a new hosting node is about to be chosen.
The current position of each packet i is determined by the
position of the hosting node n and its direction is evaluated
before leaving its current hosting node with respect to (a)
repulsion/attraction forces exhibited by neighboring packets,
and (b) the gravitational force in the direction of the sink.
The zones of attraction and repulsion are defined within
the neighborhood of each packet (or alternatively its hosting
node). However, motivated by the limited visual perception
of birds, each hosting node can only ‘see’ a small fraction
of its neighboring nodes. The visible area is defined by the
field of perception of each node. For example, the conical
area defined by the two zones of Fig. 3 (the repulsion and
the attraction zones which are explained later), represents
the field of perception of the black-shaded node. In order
to achieve attractiveness to the global target, the field of
perception should cover the area in the direction of the sink
node. In this case, packet flocks that are guided to move
only within the field of perception of their hosting nodes will
reach the sink within a finite number of hops. In our model,
the direction of the sink can be deduced by the hop-distance

variable, hn (kT ), indicating the number of hops between
node n and the sink at the k-th period. The number of hops to
the sink for each node may change due to network topology
modifications caused by node failures and an appropriate
update scheme should be implemented (this is beyond the
scope of this paper). Nodes located closer to the sink are
expected to have smaller hop-distance values (see Fig. 3)
and should be chosen with higher probability as next hop
hosting nodes. The value of this parameter is also included
in the periodic control packet.
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Fig. 3. Representation of spatial neighborhood around each individual: The
field of perception involving the zones of repulsion and attraction. Note hop
distance of current node h1=x.

After sink direction discovery, the field of perception is
defined in terms of a conical area, which will be further
decomposed into the attraction and the repulsion zones (see
next paragraph). The conical area representing the field of
perception depends on two parameters: the depth and the
span of the area, as shown in Fig. 3. The depth of the conical
area indicates how many hops away from a hosting node n a
node should be in order to be considered inside the cone. It
is worth pointing out that all nodes around a hosting node n
can be categorized into three sets: (a) nodes located closer to
the sink than node n, (b) nodes located further from the sink
than node n, and (c) nodes having equal hop-distance with
node n. The span of the area determines which of these set(s)
will be included within the perception field. For example, in
Fig. 3, the perception field of the black-shaded node involves
nodes located closer to the sink as well as those having equal
hop-distance (see the hop-distances on each node), but are
located at most 2 hops away from the hosting node. This
kind of perception field is used in the rest of this study.
The field of perception is decomposed into the attraction and the repulsion zones. Our FCC approach combats
congestion by using attraction to nodes experiencing low
packet drop ratio (e.g. due to buffer overflows, collisions,
unreachable nodes) and low queue loading per period T ,
while repulsion is employed to prevent the emergence of
collision hot spots by choosing nodes with higher useful
link service rate. Within a bird flock, individuals repel
each other at close range to avoid collisions, attract each
other at intermediate range to maintain coherence among

the members of a flock, whereas no forces are exhibited
between them at long range. In accordance with this behavior
of bird flocks, Fig. 3 illustrates that in our model, the zone
of attraction comprises packets located on neighboring (light
gray-shaded) nodes one hop away from the hosting node,
while the zone of attraction consists of packets located on
(heavy gray-shaded) nodes two hops away. Each packet
i, that is ready to choose its next hop hosting node, can
only move to one of the nodes one hop away from its
current hosting node, since the rest of the network nodes
are not directly reachable. On the other hand, each packet
can interact with packets either located on nodes one hop
away, or just moved to nodes two hops away. In both cases,
the intensity of the exercised (by neighboring packets) force
will be carried out by the involved node one hop away.
This statement will be made clear below. Consider that the
black-shaded node of Fig. 3 generates some packets when
triggered by an external event, which are directed to the sink
‘flying’ within the perception field of their hosting node. Our
FCC approach can prevent the emergence of collision hot
spots in the vicinity of (light gray-shaded) nodes one hop
away, when each packet i (generated at the black-shaded
node) is repelled from the packets located on nodes one
hop away, that either are dropped after a transmission, or
a retransmission, or remain in the queue of their hosting
nodes. The intensity of the repulsion force exercised by
each node one hop away will be proportional to the number
of these packets per T , e.g. proportional to 1 − rk for
each node k one hop away. In addition, low percentage
of packet drops and queue loading on each node one hop
away will be achieved when each packet i is attracted to
packets located on nodes one hop away involving low packet
concentration. Each node is expected to maintain low packet
concentration when the incoming packet rate is smaller than
the outgoing rate. Therefore, low packet concentration on
each node one hop away can be achieved when each packet
i is attracted to packets transmitted from nodes one hop away
to nodes two hops away while subtracting the contribution of
incoming packets. The intensity of the attraction force will
be proportional to the difference between the outgoing and
the incoming packet rates per T , e.g. proportional to 1 − pk
for each node k one hop away. The attraction force will be
exercised by the involved node one hop away on behalf of
packets that moved further. Even though the attraction force
is exercised by a node one hop away, the zone of attraction
comprises packets located on nodes two hops away.
According to the span of the perception field, even though
a packet cannot move backwards (i.e. in the opposite direction of the sink), it may not be directed to the sink,
if, for example, it is coupled in loop transitions between
uncongested nodes (within the field of perception) having
equal hop-distance to the sink with its previous hosting
node. This undesirable effect can be avoided by employing a
measure of local attractiveness to the set of nodes located
closer to the sink. This can be realized on the basis of
response thresholds [21]. We consider that the field of

Rthim =

s2im
,
2
s2im + θm

(3)

where θm is the node-m-associated threshold. The intensity
of attraction to each node m (i.e. the probability of choosing
node m) depends on its proximity to the sink in terms of
hop-distance. Therefore, the tendency of individual packet
i to respond to the node-m-associated stimulus will be
determined on the basis of different threshold for each node
m, θm . Nodes associated with lower thresholds will be
chosen as new hosting nodes with higher probability. Thus,
nodes within the field of perception located closer to the sink
will be associated with lower thresholds than nodes located
at equal hop-distance with the current hosting node. In our
approach, each packet i picks a random stimulus from 0
to 1 for each node m and evaluates Eq. 3 using node-massociated threshold (0 ≤ θm ≤ 1). The randomly chosen
stimulus help packets to pick a random route, while response
thresholds preserve the preference to each node. In this study,
the value of θm = θ0 corresponds to the threshold associated
with nodes closer to the sink, while θm = 1−θ0 is associated
with equal hop-distance nodes in the field of perception.
When θ0 = 0, nodes located closer to the sink are chosen
with probability equal to 1. This narrow perception field
forces packets to form very coherent flocks whilst moving
towards the sink. When θ0 increases to 0.1, the perception
field spans across nodes with equal hop-distance. However,
these nodes are chosen with small probability. As θ0 grows,
equal hop-distance nodes (associated with the the decreasing
threshold 1 − θ0 ) are chosen with higher probability and the
packet flock becomes less coherent.
Traffic management is performed on per packet basis
in a hop-by-hop manner. Whenever a packet is about to be
sent, the decision making process is invoked to determine
the next hop node. Each hosting node evaluates the next hop
node for its packets based on an M -dimensional desirability
→
−
vector, D i . The node exhibiting the strongest desirability is
chosen to be the new hosting node. Each element, Dim , of
→
−
the vector D i represents the desirability of packet i for each
node m. The desirability Dim (t) of a packet i (located on

node n) for every node m is evaluated at time t, kT <
t < (k + 1)T , when the packet is about to be sent. Dim (t)
depends on: (a) the current congestion conditions on each
node m, pm (kT ), with respect to incoming and outgoing
packet rates between kT − T and kT , (b) the percentage of
successfully transmitted packets, rm (kT ), between kT − T
and kT , and (c) the likelihood, Rthim , of choosing node m
as new hosting node. A non linear form of the desirability
function Dim (t) is given by:
Dim (t) = Rthim ∗[α ∗ rm (kT ) + (1 − α) ∗ (1 − pm (kT ))] ,
(4)
where the parameter α regulates the influence of parameters
rm (kT ) and pm (kT ). Dim (t) measures the tendency of each
packet i to move towards node m, which is proportional to
(a) low values of p (attraction to nodes with low ratio of
packets dropped and queue overloading per T ), and to (b)
high values of r (repulsion from nodes with highly erroneous
wireless channel). The next hop node for packet i, is chosen
to be the node m∗ that corresponds to the maximum element
→
−
→
−
in the vector D im (t), i.e. m∗ = max{ D im (t)}.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
Packet-level simulation was used to investigate the performance of our approach. The effectiveness of our model in
combating congestion by mimicking the collective behavior
of bird flocks was studied. Our model was implemented in
the ns-2 network simulator [22] and extensive simulations
were performed by applying our model in a WSN environment. The evaluation topology comprised 200 nodes which
were deployed in a 2D lattice as shown in Fig.
√ 4. Neighboring
nodes are placed at the same distance (50 2m) from each
other while their transmission range is 50m. The parameter
Sink

10 nodes

perception of the hosting node n consists of M nodes one
hop away (potential next hops), where M ⊆ N . Each
packet i located on node n, infers the congestion levels of
each node m, m ∈ [1..M ], (prior to choosing its next hop
node) on the basis of attraction/repulsion forces. In order for
the packet to avoid loop transitions, preferential transition
towards nodes closer to the sink should be experienced.
This behavior is captured by response thresholds, a natureinspired mechanism which refers to the likelihood of reacting
to a stimulus associated with a given task. Each task can be
characterized by a different threshold θ, which determines the
tendency of an individual to respond to the task-associated
stimulus. In our model, a response threshold refers to the
likelihood of packet i to be engaged in task m, i.e. to choose
node m as its new hosting node, on the basis of node-massociated stimulus sim . This probability is expressed by:

Active node
concentrations
High
Medium

20 nodes

Fig. 4.

Evaluation topology.

α and the response threshold θ0 are the most important
control knobs of our system and are expected to influence
its forwarding behavior. α was chosen between 0 and 1,
while θ0 was selected to range from 0 to 0.4. The time
between successive control packets T (sampling period) was
set to 1 second. The selection of 1 second is guided by the
desire to maintain responsiveness to changes in the network
state and to avoid overwhelming the network with control
packets. Queue size Q was set to 50. Active nodes were
generating constant bit rate (CBR) traffic at the rates of 25, 35
and 45pkts/sec. These cases can be considered as slightly
congested, congested and heavily congested, respectively.
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The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol was used with transmission
rate of 2Mbps, avoiding the use of RTS/CTS packets.
A comparative study was made among 2 different scenarios of concentrations of active nodes. As shown in Fig. 4,
heavy grey shaded area involves high active node concentration, while light grey shaded area involves medium active
node concentration. Also, system performance was compared
to other typical conventional techniques. Two common measures of congestion were taken into account: the packet
delivery ratio (PDR) and end-to-end delay (EED). PDR is
defined as the ratio of the total number of packets received
by the sink to the total number of packets transmitted by
source nodes. EED is defined as the time taken for a packet
to be transferred from a source node to the sink.
Each scenario was executed 10 times and the average
values of metrics over all scenarios are presented below.
Initially, simulation scenarios involving high active node
concentration were considered, which correspond to the
majority of real operational scenarios in densely deployed
WSNs. In these networks, a considerably high number of
nodes generate traffic when triggered by a special event. In
the first scenario, active nodes generated traffic at the rate of
35pkts/sec (i.e. the network can be considered congested).
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Fig. 6. End-to-End Delay for CBR traffic of 35pkts/sec under high active
node concentration.

maximum (around 83%) for α = 0 (i.e. only the ratio of
packets dropped, or queue loading per T were taken into
consideration), and minimum (around 78%) for α = 0.9 (i.e.
high influence of the wireless channel service rate on the
desirability function). The role of α and its relationship with
θ0 is discussed below. The increase of θ0 to 0.1, enhanced the
field of perception of each hosting node and the packet flock
became less coherent. Fig. 7, depicts the change in the packet
flock coherence for θ0 = 0 and θ0 = 0.1, when α = 0.5. The
visual network representation reveals the number of packets
arrived at each node. Clearly, for θ0 = 0.1 the flock spanned
across larger fraction of nodes compared with θ0 = 0.
When θ0 = 0.1, each packet was allowed to explore larger
fraction of nodes in the area around its hosting node, and
the traffic was spread among them. This strategy achieved
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Fig. 5. Packet Delivery Ratio for CBR traffic of 35pkts/sec under high
active node concentration.

Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the impact of α and θ0 on
packet delivery ratio (PDR) and end-to-end delay (EED)
respectively. As can be seen, the value of θ0 influenced
heavily the percentage of packets delivered at the sink. As
discussed before, when θ0 = 0, the packet flock is more
coherent. This was found to be inefficient in scenarios with
high active node concentration because the perception field
of packets was too narrow (only nodes located closer to the
sink were involved in). Therefore, packets could not ‘see’
possible non-congested nodes in the vicinity of their hosting
nodes, but were forced to move through a limited number
of nodes resulting in starvation of resources on these nodes.
However, the strategy of θ0 = 0, provided fast transitions
(EED) of packets to the sink (1−1.4 secs), as shown in Fig. 6,
because the packets trajectories employed the shortest paths
to the sink. Under high packet flock coherence (θ0 = 0),
the percentage of packets delivered to the sink (PDR) was

Fig. 7. Number of packets arrived at each node (a) θ0 = 0, (b) θ0 = 0.1.

the best results in terms of PDR (reaching 84%) and EED
(around 1 second), regardless of the values of α, as shown
in Figs. 5 and 6. In the case of θ0 = 0.1, PDR reached
its peak (84%) for α = 0.4. This combination of θ0 and α
values comprised the best case scenario also for rates 25 and
45 pkts/sec, as depicted in Fig. 8. The choice of θ0 = 0.1
was dictated by the desire to exploit a larger fraction of
nodes towards the sink whilst avoiding loop transitions. As
shown in Fig. 5, further increase of θ0 above 0.1, amplified
the tendency of packets to move towards nodes with equal
hop-distance from sink. This behavior gave rise to loop
transitions, thus increasing the possibility of collisions, not
only within the sending area but in every part of network
involved in packet forwarding. Also Fig. 5 shows that a
decrease of 8% in PDR was perceived for θ0 = 0.4 compared
with corresponding scenarios (of equal α) for θ0 = 0.1. In
addition, when the packet flock was less coherent, increased
EED values were observed due to the tendency of packet to
follow longer paths to the sink (Fig. 6).
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35pkts/sec under medium active node concentration.
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considered uncongested and the traffic was spread among
them. When α = 0.1, parameter r (i.e. the wireless link
service rate) is engaged in the decision making process about
next hop nodes (Eq. 4). Since r values were significantly
greater than p, the parameter r was basically influencing
next hop decisions. Through simulation studies, it was found
that parameter r amplified the tendency of packets to move
towards previously inactive nodes within the perception field
(i.e. to move at the borders of the flock) in order to avoid
collision hot spots occurring inside the network. As shown
in Figs. 8(a), (c), and (e), this behavior was not effective
whenever the perception field was narrow (θ0 = 0). More
specifically, for θ0 = 0 and α = 0, the number of delivered
packets deteriorated in all transmission rates because the
packets tended to exploit previously inactive nodes at the
borders of the flock, while within the next few steps were
forced (by the narrowness of the perception field) towards the
center of the flock causing collisions with ongoing packets.
With the increase of θ0 , 0.1 ≤ θ0 ≤ 0.4, the packet flock can
better exploit the high availability of nodes within perception
field at given α values. For example, when θ0 = 0.1, PDR
reached its peak value for α = 0.4 (for all transmission rates).
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Relationship between θ and α at high concentration.

According to Eq. 4, α regulates the influence of parameters
r and p on the desirability for next hop nodes. When α = 0,
each packet can choose its new hosting node on the basis
of parameter p (Eq. 1), which represents the packets per
T that either were dropped, or remained in the queues of
potential next hop nodes. Based on simulation studies, we
found that the values of p were often close to 0 because
the MAC protocol was managing to transmit packets (even
after a large number of retransmissions, which were captured
in parameter r). Thus, all potential next hop nodes were

Fig. 9 shows the influence of α and θ0 on PDR and EED
values, for medium active nodes concentration. It can be
observed that PDR values increased gradually from 70% to
90% with the decrease of θ0 from 0.4 (low flock coherence)
down to 0 (high flock coherence). The event location was
considered at 45o angle to the sink compared with the
high concentration scenario. Thus, the effective path in the
direction of the sink was narrow, i.e. the line connecting the
center of the area of the event and the sink. When θ0 = 0,
all packets moved over this path forming coherent flocks.
With the increase of θ0 , packets were allowed to move at the
borders of the flock, but within the next few steps they were
re-attracted to the center of the flock (moving in the direction
of the sink) causing collisions with ongoing packets.
Our FCC approach (that incorporates both routing and
congestion control capabilities) was compared with (a) a conventional congestion-free routing protocol based on shortest
paths like [13], [14], and (b) a typical congestion-aware routing protocol that routes packets over multiple paths, choosing

High active node concentration

mechanism in the presence of failing nodes as well as to
study its influence on energy expenditure. Also, the influence
of the design parameters (α, θ0 ) will be investigated further
for different scenarios of operation and topologies.
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Comparative experiments.

each time the least congested node in terms of queue length.
The values of α and θ0 were set to 0.4 and 0.1, which
obtained the better performance in the simulation studies
for the high active nodes concentration scenario. Results
(Fig. 10) showed that our approach clearly outperformed all
other approaches under high concentration, where congestion
phenomena are more intensive, for all transmission rates. In
particular, the FCC approach delivered 20% more packets
than the congestion-free protocol and 7 − 20% more packets
compared with the congestion-aware routing protocol. In the
case of medium active nodes concentration, our approach
outperformed slightly over the other two approaches.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this study, we investigated how we can employ nature
inspired models to combat congestion in ADNs. We mimic
the synchronized group behavior of birds flocks and their
ability to avoid obstacles so as to control the motion of packet
flocks through a sensor network. Our aim is to guide packets
towards the sink whilst avoiding congestion regions.
We reformulate the bio-swarm approach of Couzin from a
metrical space to a topological one (graph of nodes) in order
to manipulate the direction of motion of packets in WSNs
influenced by local interactions among neighboring packets.
In our model, each packet perceives repulsive and attractive
forces exhibited by other packets located on neighboring
nodes within the field of perception of its hosting node, and
decides a new hosting node on the basis of a desirability
function. We simulated the behavioral tendencies involved
in our model to study its effectiveness in mimicking the
collective behavior of bird flocks. Performance evaluations
show that our mechanism is able to alleviate congestion by
balancing the offered load, while offering acceptable PDR
especially in high load scenarios and fast delivery (small
EEDs) of packets to the sink. Also, it outperforms typical
conventional congestion-aware and congestion-free routing
approaches in terms of PDR in low, medium and high loads.
For future work we plan to investigate the behavior of our
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